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Scope and boundary

This report covers the activities and performance of The Ethics Institute (TEI) for the financial year from April 2019 
to March 2020. Continuing with the approach established in recent years, commentary is provided on the trajec-
tory of the organisation to date, the current operating context, and prospects for the organisation’s medium-term 
future. In line with leading integrated reporting practice, the six capitals of value creation described in the Interna-
tional Integrated Reporting Council’s <IR> Framework are addressed; explicitly in the case of the impact model 
on page 6 and implicitly everywhere else.

Materiality 

The rationale underpinning the selection of information for this report focused on relevance, transparency and 
continuity with previous reporting. And, while the information in this report is high level, it is an accurate rep-
resentation of the most material matters that inform the organisation’s activities. The content of this report has 
been selected from activity reports, risk reports and the annual strategic review that were submitted to the board 
of directors for review, approval or noting. These documents are populated with quantitative and qualitative in-
dicators of TEI’s multiple endeavours and were used – in conjunction with contextual information from relevant 
research – to craft the overall narrative of the past year.

Reliability 

All financial information provided in the report was extracted from the audited financial statements, whereas 
non-financial reported indicators are the product of the organisation’s internal system of controls.

Approval

The board of TEI has reviewed and given input to the contents of this document and approved it on 9 July 2020.

Contact 

We invite stakeholders to contact us with feedback on the integrated report, or with enquiries related to our of-
fering.  Everyone is welcome to join our online community, where we share relevant and interesting content via 
social media.

Email: info@tei.org.za
Phone: +27 (0)12 342 2799
 
         The Ethics Institute

         The Ethics Institute

         @EthicsInst

ABOUT THIS REPORT

www.tei.org.za
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WHO WE ARE

The Ethics Institute is an independent public institute producing original thought leadership and offering a range 
of services and products related to organisational ethics. The organisation is governed by a board of directors 
consisting of prominent persons committed to promoting ethical responsibility.

TEI began operating in 2000, with an initial focus on healthcare ethics. Over time, our focus shifted to organisa-
tional ethics and three core themes thereof: private sector ethics (business ethics), public sector ethics, and pro-
fessional ethics. Our subject matter experts have many years of experience in these areas – as both academics 
and practitioners – and our corporate services staff ensure that internal and external operations run smoothly. 
Together, this team is The Ethics Institute.

Ultimately, TEI’s organisational identity is inseparable from our vision, mission and core convictions. These state-
ments, provided below, are the foundation of our culture, the scaffolding of our strategy, and the invisible ties that 
bind us together.

Vision
Building an ethically responsible society. 

Mission
Enabling and supporting the cultivation of ethical organisations.

Our convictions
Everything we do is informed by our core convictions:

We make a meaningful difference

Ethics is the cornerstone of safe, just and prosperous societies. We advance awareness of ethics in organ-
isations and support them in enhancing their ethical cultures. We are a learning organisation that always 
strives to be at the forefront of our field of expertise, and to have a reputation for making a meaningful dif-
ference. 

We build trusting relations

Our wealth is the trust that people place in us. Our expertise and responsiveness to their needs make us 
valued and respected partners. At The Ethics Institute, we do work we can be proud of, in a way we can be 
proud of.

We enjoy working together

We are passionate about our work. We believe that a collegial spirit is key to our success. We treasure per-
sonal freedom of mind, but also care about one another’s wellness. Our interaction creates positive energy 
and ignites creativity. 

In short: We find meaning and joy in what we do. 
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CHAIRPERSON’S LETTER TO STAKEHOLDERS

At the beginning of this reporting period, it was beyond the realm of pos-
sibility that we would end it in the midst of a ‘perfect storm’ caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. As we present The Ethics Institute Integrated Report 
for 2019/2020, we are confronted by the most dire public health and eco-
nomic crises in modern times. Emerging just in the last quarter of The Ethics 
Institute’s (TEI) financial year, the pandemic has swept across the world like 
a firestorm, presenting an unprecedented medical, economic, and human 
challenge. Many nations have been thrown into disarray and daily life has 
been upended with breath-taking speed as the health calamity morphed 
into a financial crisis. With cumulative numbers of active cases and deaths 
reported every day, the challenge is exponential and there is great uncer-
tainty about the depth and the spread of this disease and its future course.

The COVID-19 pandemic will be especially harsh on those countries that have weak economies and struggling 
health systems, and more so those with significant numbers of vulnerable jobs in both the formal and informal 
sectors. Undoubtedly, these are the times that call for uncompromising moral resilience and courage. The tre-
mendous toll of this pandemic brings forth the words of Dr Martin Luther King: “We are now faced with the fact that 
tomorrow is today. We are confronted with the fierce urgency of now... This is no time for apathy or complacency. 
This is a time for vigorous and positive action.” Indeed, governments the world over are navigating and mitigating 
the disease outbreak, issuing increasing mandates to contain transmissions and to “flatten the curve” through 
social distancing and other restrictive measures. 

Inevitably, the onslaught of COVID-19 has also given rise to a myriad of social and ethical dilemmas. In the face 
of institutional disruptions and severe resource constraints, policymakers, health care providers, and other deci-
sion makers have had to weigh and prioritise potentially competing ethical values. How do governments prioritise 
public health while simultaneously responding to the economic and financial fallout? For most people, this pan-
demic has affected significant aspects of their lives triggering enormous amounts of stress. How do individuals 
preserve their livelihoods while maintaining all reasonable precautions to prevent further spread of the virus? 
These tensions and conundrums will continue to test not only our mettle, but also our moral compass as the world 
continues to struggle with the fallout of the pandemic. 

The reach and impact of this pandemic will no doubt transform humankind in lasting ways. As this phenomenon 
shakes up the moral universe in its wake, The Ethics Institute is suitably equipped to offer ethical guidance and 
critical analysis of moral dilemmas of the day. Over the years, TEI has made important contributions to support 
its vision of building an ethically responsible society. With the publication of various thought leadership articles on 
ethics and related subjects during this past year alone, TEI continued to maintain a strong media presence in the 
global education for an ethical society. 

In its latest addition to the Ethics Handbook Series, TEI has released The Codes of Ethics Handbook, which 
provides practical and useful guidance to persons in governance and management positions. As with other 
handbooks in its online resource portal, this latest addition ensures that TEI remains at the forefront of its field, 
stimulating and advancing ethics awareness and competence.

“We are now faced with the fact that tomorrow is today. We are confronted 
with the fierce urgency of now... This is no time for apathy or complacency. 
This is a time for vigorous and positive action.” Dr Martin Luther King
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Another significant event in the past year was the publication of the fifth report on the findings of the South African 
Business Ethics Survey, relating to the organisational ethical culture of large and listed companies. The Institute 
also continued its strategic and secretarial support for the Coalition for Ethical Operations for the third consecutive 
year. Many other remarkable projects were concluded and new assignments secured in this reporting cycle. Two 
five-year Siemens-funded projects were finalized and the Institute successfully secured two additional five-year 
projects: (i) combating municipal and procurement corruption in South Africa, and (ii) collective action for advanc-
ing business ethics in Mozambique. The newly developed “Ethically Aware Supplier Induction” (EASI) program 
also gained traction as third party funding was obtained to roll out the program to other African Countries, in col-
laboration with the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) Kenya and UNGC Ghana. 

During this review period, the Institute was recognised as a valued contributor in setting standards for corporate 
governance and whistleblowing in the International Organisation for Standardisation, an initiative that mainly de-
velops and publishes best practice for widely used standards around the world. Internally, the TEI team is par-
ticularly proud of the third ethics training video series that was added to the e-resource library, further bolstering 
the online environment, not to mention the establishment of an online platform for the Ethics Officer Certification 
Programme. 

Amid this pandemic, millions around the globe have adapted and made a sudden transition to remote work. 
There is no doubt that technology, in part, will help navigate this crisis and its ramifications. Technology is after all 
on the frontlines of the battle to contain the virus. As The Ethics Institute continues to deliver remarkable work that 
fulfills its mission, I wish to applaud Prof Deon Rossouw and his committed team for acting decisively and with 
extreme agility in transitioning seamlessly to a virtual work environment. On behalf of the Board, I thank them for 
their dedication and collaborative hard work, notwithstanding the many challenges that they too have experienced 
with the lockdown limitations. 

I would also like to recognise and appreciate the time and leadership my fellow Board members have given to the 
work of the Institute. We have an excellent team of directors who bring a diverse and valuable set of experiences, 
skills and perspectives into every discussion. It is through their passion and commitment that my role as chairper-
son is a rewarding experience and they truly have my highest regard.

The COVID-19 outbreak is not the first health crisis to challenge human existence. In the midst of this storm and 
its destabilising effects, we should strive to mitigate the risks and respond to the challenge in a way that defines 
us. The transnational nature of this virus invites us to leapfrog and rethink our future, to pursue the fundamental 
opportunity to collaborate across borders, to build better societies and reshape how we work and live. It urges us 
to adopt urgent solutions to address socio-economic inequities and take measures to avert ecological collapse. 
Above all, this crisis propels us to seek leaders who understand the complex challenges of the moment – princi-
pled and courageous leaders who will provide the kind of thoughtful and creative thinking we urgently need in our 
nations right now. And so, with determined optimism for the future, I invite all the stakeholders of The Ethics Insti-
tute to remain focused on the things that matter – our underlying values and principles, not to mention our health 
and safety, in these testing times. As we await a proven vaccine against COVID-19, let us acknowledge that pre-
vention is most certainly better than cure.  We value your continued support and most notably, we value your life. 

Imogen Mkhize
Chairperson of the Board
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The model below provides the reader with a broad sense of The Ethics Institute’s inputs, activities, outputs and 
outcomes, as guided by the Integrated Reporting (<IR>) Framework. We prefer ‘impact model’ to ‘business 
model’, as this reflects the outcomes-focused logic of our work.

IMPACT MODEL

Vision
Building an ethically  responsible society.

Mission
Enabling and supporting the cultivation of 

ethical organisations.

Focus 
We believe  that  ethical development occurs 
mostly  in communal settings, and therefore 

focus our work on organisations.

Thought leadership 
Ethics training 
Ethics assessments
Advisory services
Product development

Private-sector 
organisations

Public-sector 
organisations

Professional
associations

Activities

“FOR-PURPOSE” 
HYBRID:

Independent public  
benefit institute

SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE:

Offering service to
paying clients

NON-PROFIT
ORGANISATION:
Funded thought
leadership and
resources

More on page 8.
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Awareness of importance of organisational ethics 

among stakeholders

Capacity and expertise in organisations to govern and 

manage ethics

Ongoing innovation and deepened expertise on organ-

isational ethics

OUTPUTS AND OUTCOMES

HUMAN CAPITAL
Every individual on our team - including permanent 

staff  and our network of associates – makes a unique 

contribution to our vision and has  a critical role to play.

More on our people on page 37

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL 
Relationships are the source of our social licence to 

operate across such diverse sectors, and also con-

nect us with other experts in the rest of the world.

More on our partners on page 35

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL
We are experts in the subject of organisational 

ethics, with specialised expertise in public sector 

ethics, private sector ethics, and professional ethics

 

More on our intellectual resources on page 23

FINANCIAL CAPITAL 
To pay for our thought leadership activities for 

public benefit, we rely on a combination of external 

funding and income generated from services and 

products.

                     More on our financial performance on page 38

Who we are, 
who we rely on, 

what we know, and how we 
sustain the work.

STRATEGIC INPUTS

SUPPORT INPUTS

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL
We operate out of offices in Pretoria, with a satellite presence in Cape Town. 

We rely significantly on information and communication technology in the course of our work.

NATURAL CAPITAL
We rely on the energy and water infrastructure of the country to run our own offices comfortably. We endeavour to 

make use of training facilities  that  are environmentally friendly. The nature of our work compels us to travel often 

both locally and abroad, which has a negative impact on our carbon footprint.

Research  publications freely available  for all to use

World-class services related to organisational ethics

Engaged staff,  clients and other stakeholders

More outputs in the impact report starting on page 23

More outcomes in the CEO’s review starting on page 15
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OUR ACTIVITIES

We pursue our mission through five core activities, as demonstrated in the pentagon below. Examples of the 
sort of projects that fall under each category are provided to provide a better sense of what we mean by these 
activities.

Thought leadership 

We generate original research that focuses on the capacity of organisations and professions to deal with the eth-
ics challenges and opportunities they encounter. All findings are made available publicly, as a means of creating 
ethical awareness and stimulating debate on ethical issues. Wherever possible, we participate in policy-making 
and standard-setting processes related to ethics in the private and public sectors, as well as in professional as-
sociations. 

Ethics training

Our training programmes are designed to capacitate organisations in effectively governing and managing ethics. 
We provide a wide variety of training programmes to private sector businesses, organisations in the public service 
and professional associations. We offer our training in both physical and virtual settings.
 

• Ethics videos (live action and animat-

ed) for training purposes, originally 

developed by TEI experts

• Ethics management software (in part-

nership with Ethics Helpdesk)

• Ethical Behaviour Risk Indicator

• Ethics Management Maturity Indicator

• Ethics Management Risk Indicator

• Minimum Anti-Corruption Capacity Audit

• Internal Audit of Organisational Ethics

• Safe Reporting Service Provider Certification

• Ethical Culture Maturity Indicator

• Ethical leadership advisory

• Governance of ethics advisory

• Ethics management advisory

• Internal audit of, and external 

      reporting on, ethics 

• Ethical culture change interventions

• Code of ethics review and 

      development

•   Research reports
•   Handbooks for ethics practitioners

•   Conference presentations
•   Academic contributions

  •   Media engagement

•   Input into policy development

•   Ethics Officer 
Certification Programme 

•   Other training for all levels, from 
governing body to general staff

•   Profession-specific training in partner-
ship with professional organisations

•   Ethics at the Movies
•   Train the trainer  

Product

deve
lopment Thought

leadership

Ethics
assessments

E
th

ic
s

tr
ai

ni
ng

A
dvisory

services
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Ethics assessments

Organisations can have their ethics performance formally assessed, for the purposes of gauging their current 
performance and developing a strategy going forward. Our assessments have been uniquely developed by TEI, 
rigorously tested and normed, and the instruments compare well with the best available instruments in the world. 
Most of our assessments can be completed on-line.

Advisory services 

We provide advice to organisations on how to increase the effectiveness of their ethics interventions, in the form 
of one-on-one or group sessions for all organisational levels. Our advisory services are tailored to the specific re-
quirements of the organisation and broadly follow the Ethics Management Framework, the intellectual foundation 
of our methodology. 

Product development 

We are committed to bolstering our physical and digital product offering in the short and medium term. The 
product portfolio at this stage broadly comprises various training videos, as well as ethics management software.
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The Ethics Institute is governed by a board of directors who serve on a pro bono basis and are compensated only 
for direct expenses incurred in the performance of their duties. The Board provides strategic direction to TEI and 
fulfils an oversight function regarding resources, staff and activities. The Board is also responsible for ensuring 
that TEI complies with all laws and regulations applicable to non-profit organisations in South Africa. The Board 
relies on the Fourth King Code on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016 (King IV Report™) as a guideline 
for leading governance practice.

Board of Directors

The Board comprises of seven independent non-executive directors and two executive directors. A high-level 
description of each director’s background is provided in the table below, along with their meeting attendance 
record for the year. 

Board sub-committees

The Human Capital and Nominations Committee comprises of three non-executive directors and one Executive 
Director. The committee is responsible for nominations, succession planning and human resources. This commit-
tee convenes twice per year.

The Remuneration Committee comprising three non-executive directors, is responsible for assessing the per-
formance of the Executive Directors, and for recommending their remuneration to the Board for approval. Their 
remuneration comprises fixed and variable income, encouraging high performance for the benefit of TEI. This 
committee convenes twice a year.

Mr Mohamed Adam
Independent Non-Executive Chairperson, Chairperson of the Human Cap-
ital and Nominations Committee, member of the Remuneration Committee

Mohamed is a qualified lawyer who attained his LLM in International Trade 
Law from the University of Essex in the UK.  He holds the position of 
General Counsel and GM Regulatory Affairs at ArcelorMittal South Afri-
ca.  Previously, he held various professional and management positions 
at Eskom.  Mohamed is a member of the King Committee on Corporate 
Governance and joined the board of TEI in 2011

11 April 2019 Present

27 June 2019 Present

31 October 2019 Retired

Mr Colin Beggs
Independent Non-Executive Director, member of the Human Capital and 
Nominations Committee, Chairperson of the Remuneration Committee

Colin is a Chartered Accountant and a former senior partner and Chief 
Executive Officer of PWC South Africa.  He served as chairperson of the 
South African Institute of Chartered Accountants and is currently a non-ex-
ecutive director at ABSA Group Ltd and Sasol Ltd.  He joined the board 
of TEI in 2000.

11 April 2019 Present

27 June 2019 Present

31 October 2019 Present

GOVERNANCE
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Ms Fay Hoosain
Independent Non-Executive Director

Fay Hoosain holds BA and LLB degrees from the University of Cape Town 
and an LLM from the University of South Africa. She is the Founder and 
CEO of Big-Ticket Items Proprietary Limited. Fay held several executive 
roles at Sasol Limited, including that of Senior Vice President: Office of the 
President and CEO, and Senior Vice President: Governance, Compliance 
and Ethics. Fay is a member of South Africa’s Integrated Reporting Com-
mittee Working Group. Fay joined the board of TEI in May 2019.

11 April 2019

Not

 appointed 

yet

27 June 2019 Present

31 October 2019 Present

Dr Reuel Khoza
Independent Non-Executive Director

Reuel holds a BA Hons in Psychology (University of the North), and MA 
in Marketing (University of Lancaster, UK), EngD in Business Leadership 
(Warwick University UK), an LLD honoris causa (Rhodes University), a D 
Econ honoris causa (University of Free State) and LLD honoris causa (War-
wick  University).  Reuel is the President of the IoDSA as well as a Char-
tered Director. He is Emeritus Professor Extraordinaire of the University of 
Stellenbosch Business School, and current Visiting Professor at Rhodes 
Business School, the University of Free State Business School, and Wits 
Business School, as well as Chancellor of the University of Limpopo.  Dr 
Khoza is the current Chairperson of the Public Investment Corporation 
and the Assupol Group. Reuel joined the board of TEI in July 2019.

11 April 2019

Not

 appointed 

yet

27 June 2019

Not

 appointed 

yet

31 October 2019 Present

Prof Willem Landman
Independent Non-Executive Director

Willem holds degrees from the Universities of Stellenbosch, Oxford (as a 
Rhodes Scholar) and Unisa in Philosophy, Political Philosophy, Theology 
and Law. He was chairperson of the Department of Philosophy, University 
of the Western Cape, before serving as Professor of Medical Humanities 
in the Brody School of Medicine at the University of North Carolina, USA. 
Willem was founding Chief Executive Officer of The Ethics Institute (for-
merly known as EthicsSA) and served in that role from 2000 to 2010. He 
joined the board of TEI in 2000.

11 April 2019 Absent with 

apology

27 June 2019 Retired

31 October 2019 Retired

Ms Berénice Lue Marais
Independent Non-Executive Director, member of the Human Capital and 
Nominations Committee and member of the Remuneration Committee

Berénice is a Non-Executive Director of various organisations, including 
the boards of the South African National Accreditation System, HOPE 
Worldwide, African Thought Initiative, and the South African Sports Infor-
mation and Science Agency. She joined the board of TEI in 2006.

11 April 2019 Absent with 

apology

27 June 2019 Retired

31 October 2019 Retired
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Dr Divya Singh
Independent Non-Executive Director, member of the Human Capital and 
Nominations Committee and member of the Remuneration Committee

Divya holds a Doctorate in Law from the University of South Africa and a 
second Masters in Tertiary Education Management from the University of 
Melbourne.  She is an advocate of the High Court of South Africa and a 
Certified Ethics Officer. Divya was Vice-Principal Advisory and Assurance 
Services at Unisa, and is currently the Chief Academic Officer at Stadio 
Holdings Ltd.  She serves on the Board of Globethics.net. Divya joined the 
board of TEI in May 2019.

11 April 2019

Not

 appointed 

yet

27 June 2019 Absent with 

apology

31 October 2019

Absent with 

apology

Ms Imogen Mkhize
Independent Non-Executive Chairperson, Chairperson of the Human Cap-
ital and Nominations Committee and member of the Remuneration Com-
mittee

Imogen holds a BSc information Systems (Rhodes) and an MBA from 
Harvard Business School.  As a chartered director with the IoDSA, Imogen 
has held numerous directorships in public and private companies includ-
ing Sasol Limited, Mondi Group, Alan Gray, MTN SA and others. A former 
chairman of Richards Bay Coal Terminal, she now chairs Ata Capital and 
is since November 2019 an independent non-executive director on the 
KPMG Policy Board in South Africa. She serves on the Rhodes University 
Board of Governors and is an emeritus member of the Harvard Business 
School Alumni Board.  She joined the board of TEI in 2013.

11 April 2019 Present

27 June 2019 Present

31 October 2019 Present

Prof Piet Naudé
Independent Non-Executive Director

Piet studied Philosophy to master’s level and completed his PhD in Sys-
tematic Theology at University of Stellenbosch.  He serves as a Trustee of 
the Wilderness Foundation, is a Non-Executive Director of USB-ED and is 
currently the Director of University of Stellenbosch Business School.  Piet 
joined the board of TEI in 2011.

11 April 2019 Present

27 June 2019

Absent with 
written com-

ments on 
board pack  

31 October 2019 Present

Prof Deon Rossouw
Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director

Deon was a Professor of Philosophy and has served as the head of the 
Philosophy Departments at both Rand Afrikaans University and the Uni-
versity of Pretoria.  He is currently Extraordinary Professor in Philosophy 
at the University of Stellenbosch, is a member of the King Committee on 
Corporate Governance and has been recognised as a Chartered Director 
by the IoDSA.  Deon joined TEI in 2010 and has been the Chief Executive 
Officer and a member of the board since 2011.

11 April 2019 Present

27 June 2019 Present

31 October 2019 Present
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Prof Arnold Smit
Independent Non-Executive Director

Arnold holds a Master’s in Applied Ethics and a doctorate in Theology 
from Stellenbosch University. Currently he is an associate professor of 
Business in Society and the programme head of the Postgraduate Diplo-
ma in Leadership Development at the University of Stellenbosch Business 
School. He is furthermore the Director of WisePraxis (Pty) Ltd, a trustee 
of SEED Educational Trust, the immediate past President of the Business 
Ethics Network of Africa, and a former board member of the Globally Re-
sponsible Leadership Initiative. Arnold joined the board of TEI in May 2019.

11 April 2019

Not

 appointed 

yet

27 June 2019 Present

31 October 2019 Present

Prof Anton van Niekerk
Independent Non-Executive Director

Anton is a Distinguished Professor of Philosophy and is the Director of 
Stellenbosch University’s Centre for Applied Ethics, where he also serves 
as the head of the Bioethics Unit. Anton joined the board of TEI in 2000 
and served as Chairperson from 2003 to March 2017.

11 April 2019 Present

27 June 2019 Retired

31 October 2019 Retired

Professor Leon van Vuuren
Executive Director

Leon holds a doctoral degree in Industrial Psychology.  He was a Profes-
sor in the Department of Industrial Psychology and People Management 
at the University of Johannesburg for 26 years, where he taught Industrial 
Psychology and Professional Ethics.  Leon is currently an Adjunct Pro-
fessor in Organisational Psychology at the University of Cape Town.  He 
joined TEI in 2014 and was appointed to the board of TEI during 2016.

11 April 2019 Present

27 June 2019 Present

31 October 2019 Present
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Material governance items during the year

• Three board members, Prof Willem Landman, Prof Anton van Niekerk and Ms Berénice Lue Marais retired at 
the board meeting on 11 April 2019.

• Ms Fay Hoosain, Dr Divya Singh and Prof Arnold Smit were elected as new board members on 11 April 2019.

• Dr Divya Singh filled the vacancies as member of both the Human Capital and Nominations Committee and 
Remuneration Committee left by the retirement of Ms Berénice Lue Marais.

• Mr Mohamed Adam resigned from his position as Chairperson of the Board due to a planned six-month 
sabbatical, effective 28 June 2019.

• Ms Imogen Mkhize was elected as the new Chairperson of the Board on 27 June 2019. 

• Ms Mkhize filled the vacancies as Chairperson of the Human Capital and Nominations Committee and mem-
ber of the Remuneration Committee left by the resignation of Mr Adam.

• Dr Reuel Khoza was elected as an Independent Non-Executive Director of the Board, effective 10 July 2019.

• The Board, Human Capital and Nominations Committee, and Remuneration Committee were evaluated and 
deemed effective.

• TEI Strategy 2025 was presented and reviewed at a board strategic session in July 2019.  The strategy has a 
multi-year approach for the period spanning 2020 to 2025.  

• The Board reviewed and approved the delegation of authority to the CEO.

• The Board appointed a new external auditor after a formal process was followed.

• The board approved the annual financial statements as well as the Integrated Report for the relevant reporting 
period.
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All days are not equal. This was especially true for the last 15 days of the 
period covered in this Integrated Report, viz., 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020.

On the evening of 15 March 2020, the President of South Africa, Cyril Rama-
phosa, declared a state of disaster in South Africa, in which various steps 
would be taken to slow down the spread of the COVID-19 virus that has 
been declared a global pandemic by the World Health Organisation. Part of 
the measures taken to flatten the curve of the spread of the virus, were social 
distancing and restrictions on social gatherings. A week later he announced 
that stricter measures will be introduced and that the country would enter an 
extended period of lock-down.  These developments in the last two weeks of 
the reporting period of this Integrated Report had far-reaching consequenc-
es for the way in which we work at The Ethics Institute, and for the manner 
and mode in which we deliver our services and products to our stakeholders.

Performance overview

TEI’s activities cover five distinct areas, viz., thought leadership, training, assessments, advisory services and 
product development. We made significant progress in developing our intellectual capital in all these areas.

In its thought leadership role, TEI conducted its fifth triennial survey of ethical culture of large and listed companies 
in South Africa. It also produced the manuscript for a seventh publication in its very popular Ethics Handbook 
Series. Furthermore, TEI made significant contributions to setting ethical standards for the governance of ethics 
as well as for whistleblowing through its participation in the standards setting processes of the King Committee 
on Corporate Governance for South Africa, and the International Organisation for Standardisation.

There was a significant increase in demand for the training offered by The Ethics Institute. We started developing 
online learning formats for two of our programmes during the reporting period. This process was radically accel-
erated with the outbreak of the Corona pandemic. By the end of the reporting period, significant progress has 
already been made with offering our flagship programme, the Ethics Officer Certification Programme, as well as 
our Ethically Aware Supplier Induction Programme in digital format.

TEI is very proud of the progress that has been made with the validation and norming of two of our ethics as-
sessment instruments. Both the Ethical Culture Maturity Indicator, and the Ethics Behaviour Risk Indicator have 
been validated for their dimensionality (i.e., what they measure) and reliability (i.e., how error free and consistent 
measurement is). These instruments are now on par with the best in their class globally.

We were approached on an ongoing basis throughout the reporting period for advisory services by client organ-
isations. A new standard for the governance of whistleblowing was developed that enabled us to provide more 
sophisticated advice to our clients.

CEO’S REVIEW

TEI made significant contributions to setting ethical standards for the 
governance of ethics as well as for whistleblowing processes.
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TEI added three more products to its ever-growing basket of products that organisations can use in the govern-
ance and management of their ethics. A digital platform for the management and administration of organisational 
ethics was developed and introduced to the market in close collaboration with one of our partner organisations. 
TEI staff also completed two more training videos on ethics for organisations during the reporting period.

Risk and opportunity dynamics

The world currently finds itself in the grip of a global pandemic that few have foreseen, and even less prepared for. 
The Corona pandemic poses a health threat, an economic threat, but potentially also a social threat – especially 
in countries with large income inequality like South Africa.

One of the most effective ways of dealing with the health threat of the Corona pandemic in the absence of a cure 
or vaccine, is social distancing. This, however, has a huge impact on the ability of people to move and gather, 
with the result that organisations have no choice but to find alternative ways of working, such as working from 
home, and interacting digitally. TEI is no exception in this regard. Besides initially introducing social distancing 
and sanitising at work, TEI moved into a working from home regime. All staff were provided with sufficient digital 
connectivity, and face-to-face interactions were replaced with digital interaction. The same applies to client inter-
action related to training, advisory and assessment services.

The Corona pandemic has already caused havoc in the global market and forecasts for economic growth have 
been adjusted downwards in the global economy. South Africa is once more no exception to the world-wide 
pattern. Besides the gloomy world-wide economic projections, the South African prospects for economic growth 
were hovering below 1% growth for the current year prior to the Corona pandemic, which implies that negative 
economic growth for 2020 is a very real prospect in the current situation. On top of that, all three major rating 
agencies down-graded South Africa to speculative investment status, which may further harm the South African 
economy. Negative market conditions are likely to affect the vast majority of organisations, and non-profit institu-
tions like The Ethics Institute are likely to suffer the same fate.

The Corona pandemic can ultimately also result in a social crisis, when people who find themselves in financial 
despair, might opt for illegal and violent means of securing food and other necessities. In fact, the Institute of Risk 
Management in South Africa has identified social unrest as one of the highest risks that can be triggered by the 
pandemic in South Africa. For this, but also for moral reasons, TEI is supporting a drive among prominent pro-
fessional associations to call on their members and support networks to contribute financially to an organisation 
called FoodForward, which provides meals to people who cannot afford to buy food.

On top of the Corona pandemic, although currently in the background as a result of the pandemic, looms the 
growing climate crisis. At the 2020 World Economic Forum in Davos, the top five risks facing the world were all 
climate related.

One of the consequences of the Corona pandemic is that organisations in financial distress might opt for a form 
of survival ethics characterised by a ‘Bread first, morals later’ mentality. Organisations in survival ethics mode tend 
to use any means to survive, including unethical means. This can further harm the moral fibre of our society, that 
was already severely damaged in the era of state capture.

Organisations in survival ethics mode tend to use any means to survive, in-
cluding unethical means. This can further harm the moral fibre of our society.
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Gloomy as the above contextual analysis may sound, and notwithstanding the fact that our financial position will 
be adversely affected, we believe that this current context offers The Ethics Institute a range of opportunities. The 
one immediate opportunity that the current situation already offered TEI is to participate in, and influence, the 
public discourse around dealing with the Corona pandemic in an ethically responsible manner.

The working from home regime imposed by the Corona pandemic, taught us to think differently about work and 
workspaces. It offers us the opportunity to reconfigure the way we work, as well as our workspaces in ways that 
potentially can be more efficient and cost-effective.

The fact that we cannot currently offer some of our services in traditional face-to-face settings, has compelled us 
to look for alternative ways of interaction, as well as innovative ways of delivering our services without physical 
human interaction. There are exciting opportunities to achieve this, and we are making full use of possibilities 
that modern information and communication technologies offer us for the delivery of our training, advisory and 
assessment services.

These new opportunities in the time of the Corona pandemic, aligns very well with the strategic focal areas of the 
TEI 2025 five-year strategy that we identified six months prior to the outbreak of the pandemic. This is especially 
true with regard to two core thrusts in the said strategy. The first thrust is our aspiration to broaden the geo-
graphical reach of our product and service offering by ‘taking geography out of our ethics training, advisory and 
assessment offering’. The second, and closely related thrust, is to digitise both our product and service offering. 
Ironically it is exactly the impact of the Corona pandemic that compelled us to accelerate both these core thrusts 
of the TEI 2025 strategy.

Going forward

We believe that a survival ethic is both undesirable and unproductive for The Ethics Institute as we navigate our 
way through the crisis invoked by the Corona pandemic. Instead, we prefer focussing on: 

• Ensuring the safety and health of our staff, clients and all whom we interact with;
• Investing in digital connectivity and infrastructure to offer all our services despite constraints on face-to-face 

meetings and travel restrictions;
• Expanding the geographical reach of our products and services through digital means;
• Developing new products and services for the post-COVID-19 world; and 
• Consolidating and reinforcing our values and culture that brought us to where we proudly stand today.

Our preference is to rather use the current situation to explore new and pos-
itive prospects, instead of becoming conservative and focussing merely on 
surviving the current situation.

We are making full use of possibilities that modern information and commu-
nication technologies offer us for the delivery of our training, advisory and 
assessment services.
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TEI turns 20 years old in 2020. We planned a series of celebrations in 2020. The bulk of the celebratory functions 
that we planned will have to be postponed to a time after the Corona pandemic has waned. We, however, do look 
forward to celebrating new ways of working and operating in 2020 and beyond, that will assist us to pursue our 
vision of ‘building an ethical society’ over the next 20 years.

Thanks

The output of our activities that we convey to our readers in this report, would not have been possible without the 
dedication, imagination and sheer hard work of our dedicated team of staff members. In the formal value state-
ment of The Ethics Institute, we say that “we enjoy working together”, and that “we find meaning and joy in what 
we do”. I would like to thank all staff of TEI for giving practical expression to these words.

TEI is extremely fortunate to benefit from the strategic and practical wisdom of a group of dedicated independent 
non-executive directors who serve on a pro bono basis on the TEI board of directors. Their commitment to always 
act in the best interest of The Ethics Institute is exemplary. I would like to thank Mr. Mohamed Adam, Prof Willem 
Landman, Ms. Berénice Lue Marais, and Prof Anton van Niekerk who all retired from the board of directors after a 
long period of dedicated service. It was also a privilege to welcome Ms. Fay Hoosain, Prof Reuel Khoza, Dr Divya 
Singh, and Prof Arnold Smit who all joined the board of directors during the reporting period.

Prof Deon Rossouw
Chief Executive Officer
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RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

TEI attempts to manage the threats to running a sustainable organisation in a constantly changing environment. 
Internally, we channel a great deal of energy into taking advantage of opportunities and overcoming challenges 
and strive to have a positive impact on our external operating context within the organisational ethics field in South 
Africa and beyond. 

Material risks

The table below is extracted and adapted from TEI’s risk register at year-end and echoes many of the themes 
raised in the CEO’s review on page 15. Only those risks with a high likelihood and high impact are included here. 
The low/medium/high ratings of likelihood and impact for each risk area are updated on a rolling basis and are 
formally reviewed at each board meeting. We also note where there is a change from the previous year.  

THREAT/ 
OPPORTUNITY

MITIGATION OPPORTUNITIES

+ New Risk
EXTERNAL:
Health
Corona pandemic poses 
a health risk to staff and 
stakeholders

• Introducing a working from home (WFH) regime
• Providing digital connectivity to all staff for WFH
• Introducing social distancing when people 

have to interact
• Providing staff with sanitizers and disinfectants 

for office space
• Providing advice to staff on Covid-19 protection 

protocols
• Converting face-to-face meetings to digital 

meetings
• Investing in ICT infrastructure to host high qual-

ity digital meetings

• Explore new concept of office 
space which might result in 
cost-saving on office rental

• Take geographical constraints 
out of ethics training and ser-
vices by introducing digital 
platforms

• Save on travel expenses and 
travel time

• Reduce environmental impact

    Likelihood
EXTERNAL:
Economy 
Slow growth in domestic 
economy might result in 
companies cutting back 
on ethics management 
expenditure

• Expanding service and product offering
• Investing more in retention of existing clients
• Growing client base both domestically and in-

ternationally 
• Expediting digital training and service offering

• Introduce new products and 
services

• Explore global market
• Take geographical constraints 

out of ethics training and ser-
vices by introducing digital 
platforms

   Likelihood
EXTERNAL:
Digitisation
Disruptive technological 
innovations can render 
some services or prod-
ucts obsolete, or can 
open new opportunities

• Keeping abreast of latest information and com-
munication technology developments

• Developing innovative digital services and 
products

• Entering into partnerships with digital service 
providers to develop solutions for governing 
and managing organisational ethics

• Digitise key training, service 
and product offerings
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EXTERNAL:
Skills shortage
Shortage of appropriate-
ly qualified persons to 
recruit

• Creating more opportunities for staff develop-
ment

• Offering a bursary scheme for staff to pursue 
further education

• Contributing to teaching and research on or-
ganisational ethics in higher education institu-
tions

• Entering into formal agreements with other or-
ganisations who can assist with service delivery

• Improve staff retention through 
bursary scheme

• Enhance TEI’s reputation as 
experts in organisational eth-
ics

• Continue to prioritise exposure 
of our experts to global best 
practice

• Contribute to the development 
of the organisational ethics 
curriculum in higher education 
institutions 

    Likelihood
INTERNAL: 
Financial sustainability
Decrease in income as 
a result of the Corona 
pandemic and rising op-
erational expenses due 
to digitisation and staff 
development 

• Expanding the TEI training, service and product 
range to the global market

• Accessing project and grant funding to ensure 
stable income streams

• Implementing cost saving measures where 
possible

• Partnering with developers of digital solutions 
for ethics management to create additional in-
come streams

• Digitise TEI training, service 
and product offerings.

• Develop new income streams
• Improve financial and budget 

controls, and cash flow man-
agement

INTERNAL: 
Staff capacity
Staff capacity do not 
match the demand for 
service

• Re-skilling support staff to provide for more 
flexibility in the application of their skills

• More flexible utilisation of sup-
port staff

   Likelihood
INTERNAL:
Staff morale
Low staff morale resulting 
from working from home 
or being over-burdened 
by work

• Introducing a staff support system to ensure 
that all staff are contacted regularly when work-
ing from home

• Providing staff with guidance on working from 
home

• Introducing a staff wellness programme focus-
ing on adverse psychological consequences of 
the pandemic

• Make TEI a more caring or-
ganisation

INTERNAL:
Attracting and retain-
ing talented staff
Danger of losing scarce 
expertise is amplified by 
the difficulty of recruiting 
new talented staff

• Making TEI a sought-after institution to work for
• Ensuring that staff find meaning and joy in their 

work
• Creating learning opportunities for staff and 

making TEI a learning organisation

• Create a culture and work at-
mosphere that attracts talent-
ed people who appreciate a 
positive work environment

Our strategy, which follows immediately on page 21, unfolds in an emergent and agile fashion in response to 
changes in each of these risk areas over time, while staying true to our vision and mission.
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AN EMERGENT STRATEGY

The desired future state which TEI pursues, is encapsulated in TEI’s mission: “Enabling and supporting the culti-
vation of ethical organisations”. In an emergent strategy, the impossibility of predicting the future is acknowledged, 
and instead a number of focal areas are identified in the present for their likelihood of contributing to reaching the 
desired future. This approach differs from a prescriptive approach, where an end-state is predicted, and the path 
towards the end-state is mapped over the period covered by the prescriptive strategic plan.

Our next five-year strategic plan, the TEI 2025 strategy, was developed during the reporting period through exten-
sive consultation with TEI staff, and was finalised at a special board of directors strategy session. Each of the focal 
areas of the TEI 2025 strategy are regularly revisited to ensure that it remains relevant as the organisation’s risk 
and opportunity profile evolves over time. The focal areas are reviewed annually by the board, along with annual 
targets and associated performance indicators for each focal area.

TEI Strategy 2025

FOCAL AREA CORRESPONDING PERFORMANCE
 OBJECTIVES

A.  STAFF • To retain and develop current staff capacity despite the 
Corona pandemic.

• To create working conditions that are conducive to hap-
py, healthy, and engaged employees.

• To ensure that the competency and expertise of TEI staff 
are continuously developed to meet the needs of the 
post-COVID-19 world.

To ensure that TEI is sufficiently 
staffed with diverse and com-
petent people.

B.  CLIENTS, 
     SUPPORTERS AND 
     SPONSORS • To maintain exceptionally high levels of client satisfaction.

• To maintain and expand TEI’s base of loyal supporters.
• To maintain TEI’s sponsorship base.To retain the loyalty and support 

of key external stakeholders.

C.  ORGANISATIONAL 
      DEVELOPMENT

• To restructure TEI for greater specialisation, efficiency 
and flexibility.

• To create facilities that will enable staff to work produc-
tively and comfortably - even in a working from home 
dispensation.

• To redesign organisational workflow processes for opti-
mal efficiency.

To increase the efficiency of 
TEI’s structure and workflow 
processes.
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FOCAL AREA CORRESPONDING PERFORMANCE
 OBJECTIVES

D.  RESOURCES • To expand TEI’s intellectual capital in pursuit of thought 
leadership and an improved offering to clients.

• To ensure sufficient income for TEI’s sustainability and 
growth.

• To acquire the technological infrastructure required for 
the effective delivery of TEI’s offering, despite constraints 
on meetings and travel imposed by the Corona pandemic.

To ensure that TEI is sufficiently 
resourced for further growth.

E.  OFFERING
• To provide thought leadership and knowledge resources 

on organisational ethics.
• To offer a comprehensive suite of organisational ethics 

services.
• To expand TEI’s electronic and digital product range, in 

collaboration with business partners.

To expand the offering of TEI to 
meet the needs of clients and 
the wider society.

F.  MARKETS

• To offer TEI’s products, services and instruments to the 
global market.

• To further diversify the sectors that TEI serves.
To widen and deepen the mar-
kets that TEI serves
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IMPACT REPORT

In this section we provide an overview of TEI’s impact across various activities over the past year. We back this 
information up with qualitative and quantitative indicators that we report on a regular basis to the TEI Board of 
Directors.

Our focus on organisations: foundation

TEI’s focus on organisational ethics is grounded in our conviction that ethical development mostly occurs through 
social interaction in shared settings. In our case, the ‘social settings’ on whose social practices we focus, are 
organisations in the public and private sector, as well as professional organisations. The following is a summary 
of the influences that both support and undermine ethics in these contexts.

PRIVATE-SECTOR 
ORGANISATIONS

PUBLIC-SECTOR 
ORGANISATIONS

PROFESSIONAL 
ASSOCIATIONS

Supporting 
Factors

• Highly regulated
• Reputation key part of 

competitive positioning
• Increasing oversight and 

scrutiny

• High level of public 
scrutiny

• Increasing intolerance 
for corruption

• Increasing regulation

• Clear standards and 
codes to guide ethical 
behaviour

• Convening power and 
oversight mandate over 
members

Undermining 
Factors

• Emphasis on short-term 
returns

• Corporate arrogance
• Fear-based compliance
• Survival ethics

• Political deployments
• Lack of capacity and 

competency to imple-
ment regulatory reforms

• Not holding errant 
members to account 
consistently

• Inadequate training of 
members on ethics

Private sector organisations require support in various forms, from assessments, to advisory, to training. TEI pro-
vides such services to large corporates, multinationals, and small and medium-sized enterprises. TEI’s work in 
the public sector is focused on building a professional and ethical public service, as envisaged in Chapter 10 of 
the South African Constitution. This is a dire imperative for society. Finally, TEI works to help improve the govern-
ance and management of ethics in professional associations. TEI has partnerships with many of these organisa-
tions, serving on their governance structures, and collaborating on various projects.

Many of the core concepts related to organisational ethics apply across the board, irrespective of sector, and TEI 
has an intellectual toolkit of interventions that can be meaningfully applied to specific contexts. We endeavour to 
have a positive impact on these organisations’ ethics performance by bringing the ethics conversation into their 
governance and operating structures. In this way, we strive to build an ethically responsible society.
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Thought leadership

Publications
TEI strives to be a global thought leader in the field of organisational ethics.  We produce original research materi-
al to create awareness, to inform, and to capacitate organisations to govern and manage their ethics. All thought 
leadership material is made available for free download on our ever-growing online resource library, and we con-
tinuously encourage people interested in, or working in organisational ethics, to make use of these resources. 
During the reporting period we completed the manuscript for the latest addition to our Ethics Handbook Series, 
namely the Codes of Ethics Handbook, that will only be published after the end of the reporting period. TEI also 
published the fifth edition of its private sector ethical culture survey that is published triennially, the South African 
Business Ethics Survey 2019.

South African Business Ethics Survey 2019

Launched on 10 June 2019 in Cape Town. 

Authored by Liezl Groenewald and Dr Paul Vorster.

Codes of Ethics Handbook 

This manuscript was completed during the reporting 
period by Prof Deon Rossouw and Prof Leon van 
Vuuren.  

The South African Business Ethics Survey is a sur-
vey of the organisational ethical culture of large and 
listed companies, as experienced by their internal 
stakeholders.  The survey has been conducted five 
times over the past 17 years in respectively:

• 2002
• 2009
• 2013
• 2016
• 2019

The purpose of the Codes of Ethics Handbook is to 
provide practical and useful guidance to persons in 
governance and management positions, who have a 
responsibility for developing or implementing codes of 
ethics. 

Although the manuscript of the Codes of Ethics Hand-
book was completed during the reporting period, the 
handbook will only be published after the end of the 
reporting period. 
(Available at: www.tei.org.za)
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Media engagement

TEI contributes to the public dialogue on ethics and corruption, in the form of opinion pieces written by our subject 
matter experts on relevant topics. During this reporting period, the following titles were distributed to the media, 
leading to the publication of various articles as listed below, as well as to engagements on radio and television.

Articles Author Publication

Voters need to choose between corruption ladled or new look 
ANC

Prof Deon Rossouw Business Day

More SA employees are reporting unethical behaviour, survey 
finds

Grace Garland Times Live

Civil servants in thrall to uncivil politicians Thobile Madonsela Sunday Times

Inequality drives crime in SA, even at the workplace” Dr Paul Vorster Business Day

Until women are valued, the violence will continue Grace Garland Daily Maverick

For an ethical public sector, remove politics from its appointment Kris Dobie Business Day

Is the ethical tide about to turn – here’s hope Prof Deon Rossouw News24

Ethics: Why the fuss? A cynical take on the ethics of business Prof Leon van Vuuren Business Brief

Should I stay or should I go? The drivers behind emigration Grace Garland Daily Maverick

A big, collective focus on ethics is needed to pull SA through Prof Deon Rossouw Business Day

Ethical failures are to blame for the poor state of our SOEs Dr Paul Vorster and Nicole 
Konstantinopoulos

Business Day

The main culprits of weak ethical cultures Prof Leon van Vuuren and 
Dr Paul Vorster

Finance24

COVID-19 is Humanity’s ‘Finest Hour’ Dr Paul Vorster Daily Maverick

Social media
TEI continues to gain traction on the social media channels on which we are active, as measured in the number 
of LinkedIn and Twitter ‘followers’ and Facebook ‘likes’. 

640
862

1027

202020192018

Twitter

976 1713

4170

202020192018

LinkedIn

405
483

593

202020192018

Facebook
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Academic contributions

The material academic contributions made by TEI staff are summarised below:

• Edited a Special Edition of the Journal of Global Responsibility that focused on the evolution of the King Re-
ports on Corporate Governance for South Africa.

• Served on the editorial boards of three academic journals, namely:
- African Journal of Business Ethics
- Journal of Business Ethics
- Turkish Journal of Business Ethics

• Served various part-time academic roles at the following institutions:
- University of Stellenbosch
- University of Stellenbosch Business School
- University of Cape Town 
- University of Johannesburg 
- St Augustine College of South Africa
- Management Centre Innsbruck (Austria) 

Event participation

Our subject matter experts represented TEI at the following international and national events:

International events 

FRANCE
World Forum for Responsible Economies (Lille)

KENYA
18th Annual Conference of the Business Ethics Network 
of Africa (Mombasa)

MOZAMBIQUE
1st Annual Ethics Conference of the Association of 
Commerce, Industry and Services (Maputo)

NAMIBIA 
Namibia Institute of Corporate Governance  Conference 
(Windhoek) 
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National events

• 2nd Annual Governance, Risk & Ethics Conference (Sandton)

• 9th Annual Ethics Conference (Midrand)

• 20th Annual Conference of the Psychological Society of South Africa (Kempton Park)

• 21st Annual Society for Industrial and Organisational Psychology of South Africa Conference (Pretoria)

• 22nd Annual Southern African Internal Audit Conference (Johannesburg)

• 24th International Education Law Conference (Port Elizabeth)

• 40th Annual Assessment Centre Study Group Conference (Johannesburg)

• African Development Bank Conference on Promoting a Culture of Ethics and Compliance (Johannesburg)

• Daily Maverick Business Against Corruption Conference (Johannesburg)

• NGO Global Ethics Day Conference (Johannesburg)

• Institute of Accounting and Commerce Western Cape Regional Conference (Cape Town)

• Institute of Commerce and Forensic Practitioners Annual Conference (Johannesburg)

• Public Service Commission Leadership Seminar (Pretoria)

• SALGA Performance Management Seminar (Boksburg)

• South African Accounting Association Conference (Kempton Park)

• South African and European Union Dialogue on Values in the Public Sector (Pretoria)
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Research innovation

Throughout the year, TEI experts were engaged in updating existing research instruments and adding new tools 
to our intellectual toolkit.

Ethics assessments
• The redesign of the ethical culture risk indicator into an ethical culture maturity assessment.
• New norms (benchmarks) were produced for the ethical culture maturity assessment now 

including 54 organisations in the public, private and state-owned enterprise sectors.
• Benchmarking can now be done for selected industries including the private and public 

sectors as well as state-owned enterprises.
• New norms (benchmarks) were produced for the ethics behaviour risk indicator and in-

cludes 48 organisations in the public, private and state-owned enterprise sectors.
• The Ethics Behaviour Risk scale has been re-analysed, and a new manual has been devel-

oped for the instrument. 
• New reporting procedures and a new reporting format has been introduced for Ethics 

Risk Assessments to simplify reporting, and to make recommendations and risk mitigation 
clearer. 

Safe reporting service provider assessment
• A new best practice standard for digital safe reporting service providers was developed, 

under the name SafeLine-DigEX.

Surveys
• A Social and Ethics Committee Trends survey was developed in collaboration with the In-

stitute of Directors in South Africa.
• The first ever TEI Ethics Practitioners Survey was launched, and the findings of the survey 

will be published in the forthcoming reporting period. 
• The South African Business Ethics Survey 2019, was published for the fifth time since 2002.

Best practice frameworks
• A best practice standard for whistleblowing governance was developed. 
• A new framework for ethical decision-making was introduced.
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Services provided

Funded projects
TEI is involved in co-ordinating two large-scale projects under the Siemens Integrity Initiative, which was created 
as part of the World Bank-Siemens AG comprehensive settlement agreed on 2 July 2009. Over the course of three 
funding rounds starting in 2010, Siemens is making US$100 million available to anti-corruption projects around 
the world. After having received funding during the first round (2010-2015), TEI again successfully bid for funding 
in the second round (2014-2019) and had successfully completed these projects on 30 September 2019.  For a 
third time, TEI had successfully bid for two projects in the final funding round (2020-2025), and is currently deeply 
involved in executing these projects in South Africa and Mozambique.  

TEI has also been involved in providing strategic and administrative support to the Coalition for Ethical Operations 
during the reporting period, as well as in rolling out the Ethically Aware Supplier Induction (EASI) programme in 
Kenya and Ghana. More detail about all these funded projects are provided below.

Gauteng Municipal Integrity Project (2014-2019)
TEI worked closely with the Gauteng Provincial Government in developing ethics manage-
ment capacity in nine municipalities in the province. The project has led to formalised ethics 
strategies and governance structures in several municipalities. The TEI CEO, Prof Deon 
Rossouw, served on the Gauteng Ethics Advisory Council, an independent body compris-
ing respected individuals from various institutions involved in the promotion of ethics. This 
project concluded on 30 September 2019.

To date, TEI has trained more than 977 people in the nine municipalities in Gauteng, includ-
ing 53 ethics officers, 430 councillors, and 35 ethics trainers, who in turn trained more than 
2 408 officials.

Collective action for fighting corruption in Mozambique (2014–2019)
TEI actively worked to capacitate local partner organisations and individuals to drive aware-
ness of, and build collective action for, ethical business practices in Mozambique. These 
partners included the Institute of Directors in Mozambique, the Association of Trade, Indus-
try and Services (ACIS), the Order of Accountants and Auditors (OCAM), Maputo Corridor 
Logistics Initiative (MCLI) and the Confederation of Trade Associations (CTA).  The project 
concluded on 30 September 2019.

During the project tenure, a total of 3610 business representatives attended events hosted 
by TEI. A total of 1582 business representatives attended ethics awareness training ses-
sions during the project tenure. A total of 536 key stakeholders were engaged via cross-bor-
der anti-corruption interventions, including workshops, training sessions and forums hosted 
in Eswatini, Mozambique and South Africa respectively.

Combating municipal and procurement corruption in South Africa (2019-
2024)
This project aims to use strategic levers of ethical change to combat municipal and pro-
curement corruption in South Africa. The objectives of this project are: 
(1) to reduce political pressure for corruption in South African municipalities through the de-
velopment and adoption of a Code for Ethical Governance; (2) to mainstream a structured 
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anti-corruption training and accreditation system for suppliers through the Ethically Aware 
Supplier Induction (EASI) programme; and (3) to build capacity in the Gauteng Provincial 
Government to support municipalities in sustainably institutionalising their ethics manage-
ment programmes.

Collective action for advancing business ethics in Mozambique (2019–
2024)
This project’s aim is to enhance the ease of doing business by forming a coalition for organ-
isational integrity, and expanding business ethics management capacity in Mozambique.  

The objectives of this project are (1) to establish and maintain a collective action Coalition 
for Organisational Integrity in Mozambique; (2) to build ethics management capacity within 
the Coalition for Organisational Integrity; and (3) to build ethics and anti-corruption capacity 
in small-and-medium enterprise suppliers.

Coalition for Ethical Operations
TEI has been involved in the project management of the Coalition for Ethical Operations 
for the past three years. The Coalition for Ethical Operations is a group of multi-national 
companies that came together to support each other in the implementation of relevant 
programs to fight corruption.  

Some of the 2019 highlights were:
• 10 June 2019: A whistleblowing best practice session was hosted in Cape Town. 
• 12 June 2019: A best practice sharing session on naming and faming was hosted, cour-

tesy of General Electric Limited.
• 14 and 15 August 2019: A two-day workshop was convened in Johannesburg with the 

support of the Development Bank of Africa. The purpose of the workshop was to build 
consensus on, and exploring opportunities for, collective action to improve ethics and 
compliance in business environment.

• 23 October 2019:  A discussion on building sustainable relationships wirh local  commu-
nities was hosted courtesy of ENSafrica. 

Business Integrity Initiative (2019–2020)
TEI developed an online training programme, called the Ethically Aware Supplier Induc-
tion (EASI) programme, which we are currently rolling out in Kenya and Ghana. The EASI 
programme provides high quality, standardized, practical and engaging training on doing 
business ethically to small and medium enterprises. The Ethically Aware Supplier Induction 
program aligns with the supplier codes of conduct of a sample of multi-national companies, 
as well as with the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) focusing on: 

• Doing business with integrity
• Treating employees fairly
• Protecting human rights
• Environmental impact

This project is being implemented in partnership with UNGC Kenya and UNGC Ghana
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Client work

Below are the measurable indicators of services rendered to paying clients during the reporting period. These 
numbers do not capture the nature or extent of each engagement, but they are useful in gauging the consistency 
and growth of our services over time.

Key statistics for the last year:
• Delivered 10 times (2019: 12 times)
• 115 new Ethics Officers certified (2019: 104 new certifications)

Training: Ethics Officer Certification Programme (EOCP)
TEI’s flagship training offering is a five-day programme, followed by a practicum assessment. 
Accreditation for this course is done through the University of Stellenbosch Business School 
Executive Development, TEI’s academic partner in offering this course. We present private sec-
tor, and public sector programmes that are open to any organisation in these sectors, as well 
as in-house private sector and public sector programmes delivered to specific client organisa-
tions. The graph below shows the cumulative numbers of attendees and certified Ethics Officers 
(please note that the numbers may not correspond with figures reported in prior integrated re-
ports, as they reflect calendar-year totals.)
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Other ethics training
Besides the EOCP, other in-house training programmes were presented to 53 organisations 
(2019: 34 organisations).
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Product development

TEI is always looking for opportunities to innovate products that will support and improve our services offering. 
We are particularly eager to explore digital and automated product options to respond to this growing market. 

Ethics Management Application
TEI is working closely with Lesoba Difference to create a mobile phone application, to 
be referred to as the “Ethix App”. This communication ‘app’ is intended for stimulating 
conversation on ethics in organisations.

Video Series
TEI’s library of ethics training videos is growing.  It comprises:
• Public sector ethics dilemmas (11-part live action series)
• Business Ethics:  Everyone’s Responsibility (16-part animated series)
• Managing Ethics in Organisations (12-part animated series)
• Ethically Aware Supplier Induction Programme (6-part animated series) 
The latter two video series were completed during the reporting period.

Ethics assessments
Ethics diagnostic assessments were undertaken in 45 organisations (2019: 47 organisations).

Advisory services 
Advisory services were provided to 23 organisations (2019: 35 organisations).

Non-income generating services

TEI performs services free of charge when the opportunity arises. During the past year, the following non-income 
generating contributions were made by TEI staff:

• A presentation on “the Untouchable Executive” to Audit, Risk and Compliance departments of ESKOM.
• A review of the Social and Ethics Committee Terms of Reference for Mothers2Mothers.
• A presentation on “Schools as Moral Communities” at Rosebank High School for Girls.
• A training session on “governance of ethics” at Valcare.
• A code of ethics review for Youth Empowerment Services.
• An “organisational values identification” presentation to the Honorary Game Rangers of South African Na-

tional Parks.
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25 April 2019
The Who, What and How of 

Whistleblowing
Attended by 18 delegates

in Port Louis, Mauritius

Presenter: Prof Deon Rossouw

10 May 2019
Ethics at the Movies

Attended by 40 delegates
in Johannesburg

Presenter: Dr Paul Vorster

13 May 2019
9th Annual Ethics Conference

Attended by 204 delegates
in Midrand

Keynote address:
Justice Yvonne Mokgoro

14 May 2019
Managing Ethics In Organisations

Attended by 40 delegates
in Midrand

Presenter: Prof Leon van Vuuren

18 July 2019
Annual Supporter Gathering
Attended by 70 delegates

in Midrand

Presenter:  Prof Deon Rossouw

13 September 2019
Ethics at the Movies

Attended by 22 delegates
in Cape Town

Presenter:  Dr Paul Vorster

20 September 2019
12th Ethics Officer Learning Forum

Attended by 76 delegates
in Centurion

Keynote address:
Freeman Nomvalo

23, 24 October 2019
Ethics Ambassador Training
Attended by 19 delegates

in Centurion

Presenters:  Dr Paul Vorster and 
Fatima Rawat

20 November 2019
Supporter Masterclass on 

Behavioural Ethics
Attended by 17 delegates

Presenters:  Prof Deon Rossouw 
and Dr Paul Vorster

Events calendar

Over and above the standard open training programmes offered during the reporting period, TEI coordinated and 
hosted the following events and training. 
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Achievements

TEI was awarded two five-year funded projects for the period 2019 – 2024 under the  Siemens 
Integrity Initiative, namely ‘Collective action for advancing business integrity in Mozambique’ and 
‘Combating of municipal and procurement corruption in South Africa’.  This is the third consecutive 
funding round of Siemens where The Ethics Institute is privileged to participate in; contributing to 
the advancement of ethics in business globally.

TEI published the fifth edition of its triennial South African Business Ethics Survey that provides 
insight into the state of ethical culture in listed and large companies in South Africa.

TEI participated on invitation in a number of standard setting bodies involved in setting ethical 
standards for organisations. These include the King Committee on Corporate Governance for 
South Africa, and the International Organisation for Standardisation, which currently is developing 
international standards for corporate governance as well as for whistleblowing.

One more staff member, Corisa Walter, was certified as an Ethics Officer after she successfully 
completed the Ethics Officer Certification Programme. Ten out of the staff complement of sixteen 
permanent, and two retainer-based employees, are now Certified Ethics Officers.

Two of TEI’s ethics assessment instruments (the Ethical Culture Maturity Indicator, and the Ethics 
Behaviour Risk Indicator) have been validated for their dimensionality (i.e., what they measure) and 
reliability (i.e., how error free and consistent measurement is). These instruments are now on par 
with the best in their class globally.

Norms (i.e., peer benchmarks) have been developed for both the Ethical Culture Maturity Indicator, 
and the Ethics Behaviour Risk Indicator assessment instruments. This allows organisations to com-
pare themselves with their peers in the public, private, and state-owned company sectors.

TEI provided services in 25 countries during the reporting period – as indicated on the map below

1.  Afghanistan  

2.  Benin  

3.  Botswana

4.  Cameroon  

5.  Congo Brazzaville  

6.  Côte d’Ivoire

7.  eSwatini  

8.  Ghana 

9.  Guinea Bissau 

10.  Guinea Conakry  

11.  Kenya

12.  Iran

13. Lesotho

14.  Liberia  

15.  Dubai  

16.  Mozambique

17.  Namibia

18.  Nigeria  

19.  Rwanda

20.  South Africa  

21.  Sudan  

22.  Syria  

23.  Uganda  

24.  Yemen  

25.  Zambia
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TEI’s social and relationship capital, in the form of key organisational partnerships, extends our reach beyond 
our own immediate touchpoints with stakeholders. We are proud to be associated with an array of organisations 
with whom we have memoranda of understanding to achieve specific objectives based on the synergies extant in 
each partnership. These organisations with whom we have strategic partnerships include, among others: 

PARTNERSHIPS

Accountability Lab South Africa African Corporate 
Governance Network

Anti-Intimidation and Ethical 
Practices Forum

Business Ethics Network 
of Africa

Bentley University: W. Michael 
Hoffman Center for Business Ethics

Chartered Institute of Government 
Finance, Audit & Risk Officers

Ethics Helpdesk Ethics Practitioner Association Financial Planning Institute of 
Southern Africa

FluidRock Governance Group Globethics.net
(based in Switzerland)

Institute of Business Ethics 
(based in the UK)
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Together we are building 
an ethical society

Institute of Commercial 
Forensic Practitioners

Institute of Directors in 
South Africa

Institute of Internal Auditors 
of South Africa

Institute of Risk Management 
South Africa

JvR Africa Group Small Business Institute

South African Board for 
People Practices

Society for Industrial and Organisational 
Psychology of South Africa

South African Institute of 
Chartered Accountants

South African Institute of 
Professional Accountants

Unashamedly Ethical
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Broadly, there are two roles that internal staff members fulfil: subject matter experts and corporate services staff. 
We also have a network of part-time associates who assist us on an ongoing retainer basis, or for specific ad hoc 
projects. 

OUR PEOPLE

Kris Dobie
Senior Manager: Org. 
Ethics Development

Master of Workplace Ethics 

Grace Garland
Editorial and Communica-

tions (Associate)

Master of Business 

Administration

Ethics Officer 737

Liezl Groenewald
Senior Manager: Org. 
Ethics Development

Master of Applied Ethics for 

Professionals

Ethics Officer 008

Joined TEI in 2007 Joined TEI in 2017 Joined TEI in 2008

Lizette Hattingh
Subject Matter Expert 

(Associate)

Master of Personal and 

Professional Leadership

Ethics Officer 435

Remofiloe Kobue 
Administrative Assistant

Celia Lourens
Project Manager
B.Com Honours: 

Business Management

Ethics Officer 568

Thobile Madonsela 
Associate Subject 

Matter Expert

Honours in Public Man-

agement and Governance. 

Ethics Officer 631

Joined TEI in 2014 Joined TEI in 2016 Joined TEI in 2015 Joined TEI in 2016

Dinah Mafahlane
Housekeeper

Rebecca Motale
Administrative Assistant 

Lulama Qabaka
Ethics and Anti-Corruption 

Specialist

B.Com Law

Ethics Officer 9438

Fatima Rawat
Subject Matter Expert 

(Associate)

Master of Management

Ethics Officer 578

Joined TEI in 2012 Joined TEI in 2005 Joined TEI in 2020 Joined TEI in 2016

Dantia Richards
Office Manager, Company 

Secretary

Ethics Officer 277 

Prof Deon Rossouw
Chief Executive Officer

Doctor of Philosophy 

Rehilwe Senatla
Project Administrator

MPhil Workplace Ethics

Ethics Officer 764

Kgothatso Tshabalala
Training and Events 

Coordinator

BA Communication

Ethics Officer 844

Joined TEI in 2012 Joined TEI in 2010 Joined TEI in 2019 Joined TEI in 2016

Prof Leon van Vuuren
Executive Director: 

Business and Professional 
Ethics

Doctor of Industrial 

Psychology

Dr Paul Vorster
Research Specialist

Doctor of Industrial 

Psychology

Ethics Officer 889

Corisa Walter
Accountant

B.Compt Accounting

Ethics Officer 1013

Yonela Zidlele
Corporate 

Communications Officer

BCom Honours: 

Communication

Joined TEI in 2014 Joined TEI in 2016 Joined TEI in 2018 Joined TEI in 2020

We find meaning and 
joy in what we do.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Funding model

TEI is a non-profit, non-government organisation, and operates simultaneously as a public institute and as a 
social enterprise. In the former role, TEI produces freely available research and contributes to national and in-
ternational ethics standard setting, and policy making. In the latter role, we render a wide variety of services to 
paying clients, and secure funding from large organisations for specific projects. Any profit made is reinvested in 
the capacity to undertake more research, and to render additional services and products, in pursuit of our vision 
of building ethically responsible societies. 

We are on a trajectory that requires ongoing innovation to meet the needs of our target organisations and society 
at large, and our diversified funding model contributes to the sustainability of this trajectory. 

Commentary

TEI budgeted for a financial loss in the period under review, in a deliberate attempt to bolster its intellectual and 
human capital. The eventual financial performance was better than anticipated, mostly due to a substantial growth 
in its training, advisory and assessment services, as well as higher than expected income from funded projects.

Income distribution

2020
Total income:
R 17 134 178

0.5%

39,3%

29,3%

3.1%

26,1%

1,8%

2019
Total income:
R 15 834 984

0.9%

32,8%

32,8%

5.0%

26,0%

2,4%
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Training, Advisory, Assessments and Certification
An increase in this income stream is due to higher than expected demand for our services.

Open courses, workshops and conferences
There was a slight decrease in this income stream due to a slight drop in attendance of open pro-
grammes and our annual conference.

Supporters and Sponsors
A slight decrease in this income stream is due to certain sponsorships not being concluded before 
the end of the financial year.

Funded Projects
Income from funded projects is comparable to the previous year, although higher than expected, due 
to TEI securing three major funded projects.

Products
Income decreased slightly but not significantly from the prior year.

Committees
Employees serve as board and committee members for various organisations.  TEI earns the fees 
collected through these means.  The reduced income is due to less meetings attended.

39,3%

29,3%

3,1%

26,1%

1.8%

0,5%
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Statement of financial position

A summary of our audited annual financial statements that indicates our financial performance over the reporting 
period is presented below.

2020 2019

R R

ASSETS

Non-Current Assets 230,130 218,188

Property, plant and equipment 230,130 218,188

Current assets 14,494,382 14,914,601

Loans to directors, managers and employees 0,00 14,815

Trade and other receivables 1,976,216 2,586,307

Other financial assets 9,211,036 10,613,490

Cash and cash equivalents 3,307,130 1,699,989

Total assets 14,724,512 15,132,789

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Equity

Retained income 12,952,536 13,497,955

Liabilities

Non-Current Liabilities 187,843 58,187

Finance lease liability 18,388 58,187

Income received in advance 169,455

Current Liabilities 1,584,133 1,566,468

Finance lease obligation 31,523 23,247

Trade and other payables 527,887 838,140

Income in advance 1,024,723 705,081

Total Liabilities 1,771,976 1,624,655

Total Equity and Liabilities 14,724,512 15, 122,601
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Statement of comprehensive income

A summary of our audited annual financial statements that indicates our financial performance over the reporting 
period is presented below.

2020 2019

R R

Revenue 17,134,178 15,834,984

Cost of sales (4,068,141) (5,173,858)

Other income 53,297 21,996

Operating expenses (14,538,034) (12,969,715)

Operating profit (loss) (1,418,700) (2,286,593)

Investment revenue 878,508 876,082

Finance costs (5,227)) (8,104)

(Deficit) / Surplus for the year (545,419) (1, 418, 615)

Other comprehensive income - -

Total comprehensive loss/income (545,419) (1, 418, 615)
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NOTE OF THANKS TO SPONSORS

We wish to acknowledge our Tier 1 and Tier 3 Grant Sponsors whose generosity helps us strive towards our vision 
of building an ethically responsible society.

Tier 1 Grant Sponsors

Tier 3 Grant Sponsors
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